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(g) Feedback amplifier for regulating cascode gain enhancement

@ A regulated cascode circuit with enhanced
gain includes a cascode sectbn including a
common source MOS transistor (mi) of a first

polarity and a cascode device (ma) wherein the
drain of the common-source MOS transistor

(mi) is coupled to the source of the cascode
device. An Input to the regulated cascode cir-

cuit is applied to the common source MOS
transistor (m^) and an output of the regulated
cascode circuit is developed at the drain of the
cascode device (mj across both the common
source MOS transistor (m,) and cascode (mj)
device. A feedback amplifier circuit (10) has its

input (12) connected to the drain of the conrv
mon source MOS transistor (mi) and its output
(20) connected to a gate of the cascode device
(mj) for driving the cascode device (mj. The
feedback amplifier (10) includes a source fol-

lower MOS transistor (me) of a second polarity
opposite the polarity of the common source
MOS transistor (mO for sensing voltage de-
veloped at the drain of the common-source
MOS transistor (mi). A common gate MOS tran-
sistor (mg) of the first polarity has its source
coupled to a source of the source follower MOS
transistor (ma), and a steering device coupled
(ms and m©) to the drain of the common gate
MOS transistor (mg) for steering cunrent de-
veloped in the source follower MOS transistor
(mg) and common gate MOS transistor (nr\g)

combination to a load device (m7). The load
device (nr^) is coupled to cunrent steering de-
vice (ms and me) for developing a voltage to be
supplied to the output of the feedback amplifier
(10) and to the gate of the cascode device (txy^.

The drain of the common source MOS transis-
tor (mi) Is clamped to a desired voltage thus
providing maximum voltage swing for small
signal voltage at the output of the regulated
cascode circuit while keeping the common

source MOS transistor and cascode device (mi
and ma) in the high gain saturation region. The
feedback amplifier (10) also receives a bias
voltage from a separate bias circuit (Fig. 7) to
establish the desired voltage at the drain of the
common source MOS transistor (m,) wherein
the bias voltage is supplied to the gate of the
common gate MOS transistor (mg).

FIG, 6
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION:

The present invention relates to a circuit for en-
hancing the gain of MOS common-source amplifier
stages which circuit utilizes the "regulated cascode" s
configuration. More particularly, the present inven-
tion relates to a circuit for enhancing the gain ofMOS
common-source amplifier stages which circuit utiliz-

es a simple five-transistor feedback amplifier. The
present invention may t>e used in any linear integrated io
circuit that needs a high gain amplifier.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION :

A technique recently published for enhancing the is
gain of MOS common-source amplifier stages is the
-regulated cascode". To see the development of this
technique, first look at a simple common-source
stage as shown in Fig. 1. As shown in this drawing, r^i
Is the drain-source conductance inherant to device 20
m,. and R|. is the external load resistance, rf r<tei were
not present, the gain of this amplifier could be made
arbitrarily high by selecting arbitrarily large values of
Rl, since in this case

Vout/V,n = - Qml X Rl 25
But, with Tds! in place,

Vout/V|n = - gml X (fdsi RJ
and the gain would be limited to at most -gmirdsi-

Physically, this is because the small signal vol-
tage across r^^i is the same as the output voltage, and 30
this causes a small signal current to flow through r^^ .

This diverts some of the current g^iVs, from the de-
vice transconductance away from R^, reducing the
small signal output voltage developed.

A widespread circuit technique for gain enhance- 35
ment is the cascode configuration shown in Fig. 2, In
this circuit, a current 1,2 is flowing into the source of
MOS transistor ma- The impedance to small-signal
ground from the source of transistor mj is approxi-
mately 1/g^ across r^^, and KCL(Kirchoffs current 40
law) at the source of transistor vnz gives:

QmlVin + ia2 + (i32/gm2)/rd3i = 0
but.

therefore

QmlVin + Vou/Rl + Vout/gm2RLrds1 = 0
or

Vout/V,„ = - g„,[
compared to a simple common-source amplifier, the
gain s now only limited by the parallel combination of so
Rl and (gm2RJrdsi instead of R^ and rjsi. Therefore,
the effective drain-source resistance of transistor mi
has been multiplied by g^jRt (the "gain" of transistor
mj and much higher gains may be realized by in-

creasing Rt.. Thus, the basic idea of the cascode cir- 55
cult is to clamp the drain voltage of amplifier device
mi independent of the output voltage which is the
drain of cascode device m2, but still allow whatever

drain current generated by device mi, or controlled by
the input voltage, to flow through to the load resis-
tance to develop an output voltage. Thus, by clamping
the voltage at the drain of device mi. there is substan-
tially zero incremental small signal current flowing
through r^si.

In Fig. 3. there is shown a schematic diagram of
the "regulated cascode". This circuit is an improved
version of the cascode, with the addition of a feed-
back amplifier. The additional feedback amplifier has
voltage gain A, and Vdi is its bias voltage that sets the
desired level at the drain of transistor M, . Now the im-
pedance to ground that current is2 sees is approxi-
mately 1/gm2A instead of 1/g^. This "regulates" the
voltage across rjsi to a smaller small-signal value by
a factor ofA resulting in smaller current through r^si.

For this stage Vout/V,„ = -g^^CR^ (g^RLA)rdsi). The ef-
fective r<is of transistor m^ which is scaled by the ef-
fective "gain" of transistor ma. has been increased by
a factor A and the gain of this stage may be raised
over that of the simple cascode by Increasing resistor

Rl- Thus, the "regulated cascode" regulates the vol-
tage at the drain of device m^ to a precise figure. It's

not a perfect voltage source but it is better by a factor
ofA over the simple cascode circuit described above.

The current invention is an improved circuit topol-
ogy for realizing the feedback amplifier in a "regulated
cascode". There are two recent publications that de-
scribe two different approaches for the "regulated
cascode". each with a drawback. A first paper by Sa-
chinger and Guggenbuhl, in IEEE JSSC. Feb. 1990,
p. 289. characterizes a regulated cascode where the
feedback amplifier 11 as shown in Fig. 4, is a simple
MOS common-source gain stage. Transistors m, and
m2. as before are the primary common-source ampli-
fier and cascode devices, and transistor is the
feedback amplifier, biased with current source m4.

The drawback to this approach is that the effec-
tive value of Vdi with this feedback amplifier, or the
value of the inverting input for which the amplifier is

in its high-gain region, is VG33(the voltage across the
gate and source of transistor m^). This means that the
feedback amplifier will regulate the drain voltage of
transistor mi to be at a DC bias level of typically 1.5
volts above the negative supply rail. It is important to
preserve the gain-enhancement operation over as
wide a swing in the output voltage as possible, and
with such a high voltage at the drain of transistor m,,
the output voltage need only go below perhaps 2 volts
to send transistor mj into the ohmic region, degrading
the stage gain significantly. High gain in this "regulat-
ed cascode" circuit depends on both transistors m,
and ma being in saturation, and transistor m, will re-
main in saturation with only VosiOhe voltage from the
gate to source of transistorm^ - V^Ohe threshold vol-
tage of transistor m,). as a bias level at its drain. It

need not have as much as VG33. If the effective Vq, of
the feedback amplifier can be set at Vqsi -Vn or per-
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haps 0.5 volts, then the output voltage may swing sig-

nificantly lower than 2 volts, perhaps 1 volt, before

transistor m2 is brought into the ohmic region. This is

possible with the feedback amplifier designed by Bult

and Geelen. as described in the ISSCC digest 1990. 5

p. 105. and as shown in Fig. 5. In this circuit transis-

tors mio and m^ act as a differential pair and are the

differential transconductance in the feedback annpli-

fier. Transistors mi2 and m^a act as current sources
that supply bias current for the differential pair m,© io

and m^ and also supply bias current for folded cas-
code devices comprising transistors and mis.
transistors m^e and mi7, and transistors mis and mig.
Transistors mi7 and m^g form diode connected tran-

sistors and they take the drain current of transistor is

mis and minror it down as a drain current of transistor

mie. So basically, transistors mie. miy. mis. and m^g
are one P-channel current mirror. By mirroring the
drain current of transistor mis down into the drain of
transistor mi4. a differential to single-ended conver- 20
sion occurs where the differential transconductance
of transistor pair mio and mn make a differential cur-

rent into the sources of transistors mi4 and mig. The
difference of that current is what appears as the cur-

rent into the node at the junction of the drains of tran- 25
sisters mi4 and mie which acts as a high impedance
because of the stacked cascode devices. Thus, the
voltage gain at this output terminal thatfeeds the gate
of transistor m2 will be a gain of 100 for a 1 micron
process from the differential voltage input to transis- 30

tors mio and mn to the single-ended voltage that you
use to feed the gate of transistor ma- Transistor mzo
acts as a tail current source for the differential pair

mio and npin. Transistors mi2 and mi3 are current

sources that will both absorb the current coming 35
through transistors mio and mn and also draw addi-

tional current through the cascode devices, i.e, tran-

sistors mi4 and mis. With this much more elaborate
feedback amplifier as shown in Fig. 4, Vdi may be set
to any desired level, dose to the negative supply rail. 40
and the signal swing at Vout for which gain enhance-
ment is preserved is greatly increased. However, the
drawback of this approach is the large chip area and
power required by such an elaborate amplifier.

It is therefore a general object of the present in- 45
vention to provide a feedback amplifier section for a
regulated cascode circuit which saves chip area and
requires less power to operate.

Other objects of the invention will become appa-
rent to those of ordinary skill in the art having refer- 50
ence to the following specification, in conjunction with

the drawings.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The essence of the feedback circuit 10 of the
"regulated cascode" of the present invention is the
use of two disimilar device polarities, i.e. a p-channel

55

and an n-channel for devices mg and mg. respectively

to regulate the drain voltage of ari n-channel device

mi to generate a small signal current. By measuring
the voltage at the drain of device m, and steering the

small signal current generated by devices ms and mg
in a circular fashion with the mirror devices ms and m^
a load voltage can be developed across device my
that can be used to drive cascode device m2. By using

the two disimilar device polarities for mg and nrig the

p-channel device me senses the drain voltage of de-

vice mi but allows the drain voltage of device mi go
as far down to the negative rail as possible but keeps
device mi in its saturation region. With this simple de-
sign for the feedback amplifier section (10) of the

"regulated cascode" device savings in chip area and
power consumption may be achieved while at the

same time providing maximum voltage swing for

small signal voltage at the output of said regulated

cascode device while keeping said common source
and cascode devices in the saturation region.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a circuit diagram of a simple common-
source stage of an MOS amplifier of the prior art;

Figure 2 is a circuit diagram of a "cascode" con-
figuration for an amplifier of the prior art;

Figure 3 is a circuit diagram of a "regulated cas-
code" of the prior art which includes a feedback
amplifier.

Figures 4 and 5 are different embodiments of the

"regulated cascode" configurations of the prior

art having 2 and 11 transistor feedback amplifier

sections, respectively;

Figure 6 is a circuit diagram of the "regulated cas-

code" of the present invention wherein the feed-

back amplifier section includes a 5-transistor

configuration; and
Figure 7 is a circuit diagram for generating a bias

voltage for the feedback amplifier section of the

"regulated cascode" of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

In Fig. 6 is depicted a schematic diagram of the

"regulated cascode" with improved feedback amplifi-

er section of the present invention. A primary conv
mon source amplifier mi has voltage vin input to its

gate. The drain of device mi is coupled through node
12 to the source of cascode device m^. The source of

n-channel mos transistor mi is connected to a nega-
tive rail at node 14. The output voltage Vout is devel-

oped across resistor Rl which is connected to the

drain of n-channel mos transistor m2 and to the neg-
ative rail at node 18. The negative supply rail voltage

may typically be at ground potential. The input of

feedback amplifier 10 is connected to node 12 and
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the output at node 20 to the gate of device rrij. The in-

put to the feedback amplifier is connected to a p-

channel mos transistor ma. The drain of device mg is

connected to the negative supply rail at node 16 and
Its source is connected to the source of n-channel s
mos transistor mg. Device receives a bias voltage

Vb2 at its gate and has its drain connected through
node 22 to the drain of p-channel mos transistor ms.
The gate of device ms is connected through node 24
to the gate of p-channel mos transistor me- Node 24 io

is shorted to node 22. The sources of both devices ms
amd nrie are connected to the positive supply rail vol-

tage VoD. Voltage Vqd may typically be +5 volts. The
drain of device mg is connected through node 20 to the
drain of n-channel mos transistor rr^. Device m7 re- is

ceives bias voltage Vbi at its gate and has its source
connected to the negative rail at node 18.

In operation, the feedback amplifier section tran-

sistors ms and nig are like a differential pair, in the
sense that they are a source follower ms coupled to a 20

common-gate amplifier nrig at a common source node.
But since transistor ms is P-channel and transistor rng

is N-channel. the bias voltage Vb2 must be set to the
effective voltage level Voi(the desired drain voltage of
device mi) plus VGs8(the voltage across the gate to 25
source of device ms) plus VGS9(the voltage across the
gate to source of device mg). The output current from
the ms/mg amplifier stage is mirrored by the combin-
ation of transistors ms and ms, and developes an out-

put voltage across current source device mj. Device 30
mj Is a current source with a fixed bias potential and
has a high output impedance. So for incremental
changes in the current from the mg/mg amplifier state

mirrored by transistors ms and nr^, the small signal re-

sistance looking down into the drain of device nrv is 35
very high, so that the snr^l signal current generated
in devices ms and mg will also be minrored around and
developed across the high resistance of device nv
giving a high gain. This Is what produces gain of A in

the feedback amplifier circuit. The transconductance 40
of devices ms and mg multiplied by the drain to source
resistance of device nrv. the effective load resistance
of this output node 20. Thus, the gain of the main cas-
code amplifier Is improved by the gain of the auxiliary

feedback amplifier 10. The essence of the feedback 45
circuit 10 of the "regulated cascode" of the present in-

vention is the use of two disimilar device polarities,

i.e. a p-channel and an n-channel for devices me and
mg, respectively to regulate the drain voltage of an n-
channel device to generate a small signal current, by so

measuring the voltage at the drain of device mt and
steer the small signal current in a circular fashion with
the mirror devices ms and nrte to develop a load vol-

tage across device tr\j that can be used to drive device
m2. The reason for the disimilar devices is that you 55

want the p-channel device me to sense the drain vol-

tage of device m^ but let the drain voltage of device
m, go as fardown to the negative rail as possible. This

is only possible with a p-channel device and not an n-

channel device for device ms.

Bias voltage Vb2 may be set so that the effective

level of voltage Vpi is as low as desired to maintain

good output voltage swing, but this feedback amplifi-

er 10 may be designed with much less chip area and
supply current consumption than the previous design
as described in the 'Background Of The Invention'.

An appropriate bias circuit 50 for generating bias

voltage Vb2 to the feedback amplifier of Fig. 6 is

shown in Fig. 7. N-channel mos transistor m^r re-

ceives a bias voltage Vbi at its gate which is the same
Vbi at the gate of device m7 of Fig. 6. Device mi7 has
its source connected to the negative supply rail at

node 30 and Its drain connected through node 32 to

the drain of p-channel mos device mis- Device mi©
has Its gate connected through node 36 to the gate
of p-channel mos transistor m^s- Node 36 is shorted
to node 32 and the sources of devices mis and mig are
connected to positive supply rail voltage Vc© at nodes
34 and 38 respectively. The drain of device mis Is con-
nected through node 40 to the drain of n-channel mos
transistor mi4. The gate of device mu is also connect-
ed to node 40 and the source of device m^ is connect-
ed to the source of p-channel mos transistor mi3. De-
vice mi 3 has its drain connected through node 42 to

the drain of n-channel mos transistor mu. The gate of

device mia is also connected to node 42. The source
of device m^ Is connected to the negative supply rail

at node 44 and the gate of device rhu is connected to

node 46 which is also connected to node 40 at which
nodes bias voltage Vb2 is supplied to the feedback
amplifer 10 of Fig. 6.

With the prior art "regulated cascode" of Bult

shown in Fig. 6, if you want to set .7 volts as the target

drain voltage of device m^, all you need to do is feed
in exactly that voltage at bias input Vqi. The circuit

would settle at a point such that the gain of device m2
would be adjusted by the output of the feedback amp
at the gate of m2. The source follower action of device
m2 would drag the drain of device mi up to the point

where this drain voltage is equal to .7 volts which is

equal to the external bias voltage. So, whatever vol-

tage you need at the drain of device mi. just feed in

this amount as the bias voltage Vb2. With the feed-
back amplifier 10 of the current "regulated cascode"
it's much more complicated. You need to feed into the
gate of device mg a bias potential Vb2 that's 2Vgs
above the desired potential at the drain of device m,.
You need the drain voltage of device m, plus the value

Vqs for both devices ms and mg. You need to feed
this bias potential in so that eventually the feedback
circuit 1 0, while driving the gate of device will set-

tle to having the desired voltage at the drain of device
m, and thafs the calculation that the bias circuit 50 of

Fig. 7 goes through. In this bias circuit 50. device mi7
matches device my of Fig. 6, i.e. the width to length

ratio of the device active regions match. Similarly.

3CXX:iD: <EP 0616421A1J_>
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current mirror devices mis and m^e match devices ms
and me respectively of the feedback circuit 10. In ad-

dition devices and m^g match devices mg and mg
respectively of the feedback circuit 10. Andfinally. de-

vice mil matches device m^. This results in the same s

current flowing through transistors m^ and mi3 as
flows in transistors ms and mg. Transistor mn is a de-
vice that operates in the ohmic region, and the size is

selected so that the desired level of V^i appears
across its drain to source, for example 0.5 volts. Since io

Vgsi4 = Vgs4 and Vgsi3 = Vqss. this will generate a a
voltage Vb2 that will regulate the drain of transistor mi
In the actual amplifier at the selected value of voltage

Vdi. In the bias circuit 50. it is assumed that the ratios

of the various devices have been arranged as descri- is

bed above and that device m^ is operating in its oh-
mic region so that the drain to source voltage of de-
vice mil is the desired voltage that you want across
the drain to source of device m,. Thus, this is the tar-

get potential which will regulate the node 12 at the 20
drain of device mi in the active amplifier. Bias voltage

Vbi Is the same in both circuits of Figs. 6 and 7. De-
vice mj in the active feedback circuit 10 is just a cur-

rent source device with a fixed bias potential, tt acts
as a load for the output of the feedback circuit 10. 25
Because device mi7 is matched to device my, the
same current will flow in the gate of device mi7 as
flows in device mj and similarly the same mirror ac-

tion ofdevices ms and me as with devices mis and niie.

And finally devices and mi3, whteh are connected 30
as two diodes, match the devices mg and mg to pro-

vide the same current through these devices to the
drain of device m^. So basically, the bias circuit 50 is

set up to have the same current flowing through it as
the active amplifier. This is what makes the gate to 35
source voltage of devices mi4 and mi3 match the gate
to source voltages of devices mg and mg in the active

circuit, i.e. they are identical devices and they have
the same current flowing through them. Thafs why
when the drain voltage of device mi , is boosted up by 40
these two Vqs values for devices mi^ and mi3, the vol-

tages needed to feed into the feedback circuit 10 as
bias Vb2 is automatically calculated. The bias circuit

50 thus acts as an analog computer that figures out
what bias voltage is needed in order to clamp the drain 45
of device mi to the desired level and achieve proper
"regulated cascode" operation with maximum voltage
swing.

Typically, on a chip, more than one regulated cas-
code is built in a high-gain operational amplifier. The so
bias circuit described above and shown in Fig. 7 may
be built once, and used to bias several feedback anrv

plifiers in several regulated cascode configurations.

Thus only one bias generator as shown In Fig. 7 is re-

quired for all of the enhanced amplifiers. 55

An alternative embodiment of the present inven-
tion would be a "regulated cascode" with enhanced
gain wherein the n-channel devices of the feedback

amplifier and cascode section become p-channel de-
vices and vice versa. Thus, you would be regulating

the source of a p-channel cascode that's up dose to

the positive supply rail, with an n-channel device, in-

stead of regulating an n-channel device near the neg-
ative rail, with a p-channel device. A second alterna-

tive embodiment would be to substitute bi-polar de-
vices for the MOS transistors. An npn transistor could
be used to regulate the collector of an pnp transistor

and vice versa. The remaining device polarities would
also have to be changed accordingly. The collectors

would be connected in place of the drains; the emit-

ters in place of the sources; and the bases of the bi-

polar transistors for the bases of the MOS transistors.

In conclusion, the present inventton is an inr>-

proved way to build the "regulated cascode" with inrv

proved feedback amplifier, wherein the feedback anrv

plifier section comprises just five transistors, but the
"regulated cascode" will let the drain of mi go down
to approximately 0.5 volts above the negative rail to

fully take advantage of the maximum signal swing
possible at Vqui for which gain enhancement Is pre-

served, thus keeping devices mi and n\2 out of the oh-
mic region. The "regulated cascode" amplifier circuit

described is much simpler than the amplifier descri-

bed in the paper by Suit, discussed in the 'Back-
ground Of The Invention' and shown in Fig. 5, but the
amplifier circuit of the present invention requires ex-
tra devices for the bias generator. However, since
only one bias generator is needed for several ampli-

fiers a net savings in chip area is still achieved.

Although the invention has been described in de-
tail herein with reference to its preferred embodiment,
it is to be understood that this description is by way
of example only, and understood that numerous
changes in the details of the invention, will be appa-
rent to, and may be made by, persons of ordinary skill

in the art having reference to this description. It is con-
templated that such changes and additional embodi-
ments are within the spirit and true scope of the in-

vention as claimed below.

Claims

1. A regulated cascode circuit with enhanced gain
comprising:

a cascode section comprising:

a first transistor of a first polarity

type and a cascode device wherein the drain of

the first transistor is coupled to the source of the
cascode device, an input to the regulated cas-
code circuit is applied to the first transistor and an
output of the regulated cascode circuit is devel-

oped at the drain of said cascode device across
both the first transistor and cascode device; and

a feedback amplifier having its in-

put connected to the drain of said first transistor

DCXID: <EP 06164aiAlJ_>
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and its output connected to a gate of said cas-
code device for driving the cascode device.

. A circuit according to daim 1 . wherein said feed-
back amplifier comprises: 5

a second transistor of a second polarity
type opposite that of said first transistor for sens-
ing voltage developed at the drain of said first

transistor;

a third transistor of said first polarity type io
having its source coupled to a source of said sec-
ond transistor; and

a steering device coupled to the drain of
said third device for steering current developed In

said second transistor and third transistor com- is
bination to a load device;

said load device coupled to said current
steering device for developing a voltage to be
supplied to the output of said feedback amplifier
and to the gate of said cascode device; 20

said drain of said first transistor being
clamped to a desired voltage thus providing max-
imum voltage swing for small signal voltage at the
output of said regulated cascode circuit while
keeping said first transistor and cascode devices 25
in a high gain saturatron region;

said feedback amplifier also receives a
bias voltage from a bias circuit to establish said
desired voltage at the drain of said first transistor
wherein said bias voltage is supplied to the gate 30
of said third transistor.

9.

steering device is a current mirror comprising two
MOS transistors.

The circuit of any of claims 2 to 8, wherein said
separate bias circuit to establish said desired vol-
tage at the drain of said first transistor automati-
cally establishes a bias voltage which is substan-
tially equal to the desired drain voltage plus the
gate to source voltage of both the second and
third transistors.

3. The circuit of daim 2. wherein the first transistor
is a common source MOS translston said second
transistor is a source followerMOS transistor and 35
said third transistor is a common gate MOS tran-
sistor.

4. The circuit of claim 2 or claim 3. wherein said first

transistor, cascode device, third transistor and 40
load device are n-channel and said second tran-
sistor and steering device are p-channel.

5. The circuit of claim 2 or claim 3. wherein said first

transistor, cascode device, third transistor and 45
load device are p-channel and said second tran-
sistor and steering device comprise n-channel.

6. The circuit of daim 1 , wherein the first transistor
is a common emitter bipolar transistor; siad sec- so
ond transistor is an emitter follower bipolar tran-
sistor and said third transistor is a common base
bi-polar transistor.

7. The circuit of any of daims 2 to 6, wherein said 55
load device is a high impedance current source.

8. The circuit of any of daims 2 to 7, wherein said

6
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